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Abstract: This paper proposes a possible antibacterial bio-adhesive. In the paper, a new bio-adhesive
has been designed by combining nano-silver gel, which has a high antibacterial effect, with human fibrin
adhesive to get a bio-adhesive material with antibacterial ability. Although the mechanical properties of
the new adhesive need to be further measured, if the mechanical properties are as good as the currently
used fibrin adhesives, it is worthwhile to continue development and research. By designing a new type
of adhesive, this paper presents the potential for more widespread medical use of adhesives that can
reduce the risk of bacterial infection at the incision site.
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1. Introduction
In surgery, whether treating skin wounds or transplanting organs, suture operations are required for
vascular, organ, skin and other body parts. Surgical adhesives are extremely convenient methods for
medical suturing because of their quickness and effectiveness [1]. In the past, chemical synthetic
adhesives were often used in medical applications; however, it is now preferred to use biological
adhesives that have a better biocompatibility. The risk of infections at the suture site is a serious problem.
Those infections will not only increase patients pain but also cause other diseases in severe cases. So,
among the conditions that should be met by the ideal medical adhesive material, the antibacterial ability
is an indispensable part [2]. Current research efforts have focused on using silver nanomaterials [3] to
achieve the antibacterial effect, marking a significant breakthrough in the medical field. Biological
medical materials with silver nanoparticles can reduce inflammatory cells and greatly enhance the
antimicrobial effect [3,4]. Fibrin sealant (FS) is derived from plasma and has good biocompatibility [5].
Therefore, at present, it is a typical biological adhesive glue in medical applications. In this research
proposal, a new medical adhesive made of human fibrin adhesive with nano-silver gel, which has both
biocompatibility and antibacterial properties will be examined. Such an antimicrobial adhesive can be
widely used for trauma treatment as well as for vascular, visceral and hemostatic adhesion in surgery.
2. Background
Medical adhesives not only have the function of glue but also have special biomedical functions.
Ideal bio-adhesives should be safe, non-toxic, biocompatible, antibacterial and have a good bonding
strength and bonding speed [6]. Currently, a biological adhesive named fibrin adhesive is being used
successfully for medical purposes. Compared with chemically-synthesized adhesive such as
cyanoacrylate, it does not cause tissue rejection reactions, and also, it is completely biodegradable [5,6].
Fibrin adhesive imitates the final step of blood clotting and is made up of several components of human
plasma [6,7]. The most basic fibrin adhesive consists of thrombin, fibrinogen, and a small amount of
CaCl2. In the presence of Ca2+, thrombin activates fibrinogen to form a fibrin clot that binds firmly to
the wound and serves to stop bleeding and promote tissue healing [7]. Scientists have done a large number
of studies on antibacterial materials. Nano-silver is a new type of nanotechnology, with hundreds of times
higher antibacterial effect than other inorganic antibacterial agents [3,8]. Additionally, it does not irritate
skin or mucous membranes [8]. Because of its size in the nanoscale range, this brings about complete
differences from the properties of metallic silver. The active group of nano-silver is charged silver ions
[9]. It is known that silver ions can bind with sulfhydryl(-SH) of the proteins in an enzyme, which leads
to the inactivation of the enzyme in the bacterial cell to kill the bacteria [4,9]. Some studies have shown
that silver ions can also react with -NH and -COOH in bacteria to cause bacterial death [9]. Recently,
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nano-silver antibacterial technology has been employed in various medical applications, such as surgical
sutures, medical catheters, and dental antibacterial materials, among others [8-10].
3. Significance
Medical adhesives are extremely convenient for wound closure due to a rapid application, less wound
on suture, less pain, and no seam removal [1]. Therefore, in the past few decades, there has been a
tremendous effort by scientists to combat the significant limitations and drawbacks that these bioadhesives still have. However, they are still not widely used now and only applicable to a few specific
fields in the clinical setting [6]. One of the reasons is that surgical sites can be infected with various
microorganisms both in vivo and on the skin. Additionally, it is known that sepsis due to bacterial
infection often occurs after the patient has undergone surgery, which is associated with a high rate of
mortality when accompanied by impairment of body organ function or septic shock [2]. Therefore,
improving the antibacterial properties of bio-adhesive materials is an important part of optimizing
biological adhesives. If the antibacterial bio-adhesive material can be successfully optimized by using
nano-silver materials, the scope of application of biological adhesives will become widespread, and the
side effects caused by bacterial infections will be reduced. From binding small skin wounds to use in
surgical procedures, biological adhesives will bring a lot of convenience and efficiency for people.
4. Strategy
4.1. Prepare a lyophilized human fibrin adhesive for use in biomaterial
This experiment will use a human fibrin adhesive as a bio-adhesive material, to wait for combining
with nano particulate silver gel. The lyophilized human fibrin adhesive is mainly composed of plasma
from healthy humans. The plasma will be separated and purified for human fibrinogen and thrombin,
respectively. Then those will be subjected to virus removal and inactivation treatment, and freeze-dried
to make a lyophilized human fibrin adhesive.
4.2. Synthesize nano-silver gel and test antimicrobial properties
Nano-silver antibacterial material preparation methods include physical methods, chemical reduction
methods, and microbial system preparation methods [11,12]. Sol-gel technology will be used to prepare
nano-silver antibacterial gel. When selecting the matrix, it is necessary to consider the consistency of the
matrix and ensure that no precipitation reaction occurs after the silver nanoparticles are included. In this
experiment, Carbomer 940 will be chosen as the matrix. After Carbomer was fully swollen,
triethanolamine and glycerol will be added. Then, nan-silver stock solution will be added and stirred
uniformly to obtain nano-silver gel. The concentration of Carbomer 940, triethanolamine, and glycerol
used in experiments will be determined by concentration gradient test and orthogonal test to optimize the
concentration of nano-silver gel. In addition, the nano-silver gel's antibacterial ability can be tested by
inhibition zone test using Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus as representatives of Gramnegative and Gram-positive bacteria. The appearance of the inhibition zone indicates that the nano-silver
gel has a bactericidal ability, and the size of the inhibition zone can be used to judge the level of
antibacterial activity. Next, the minimum bactericidal concentration(MBC) of the nano-silver gel will be
measured under different concentrations of nano-silver gels.
4.3. Combine human fibrin adhesive with nano-silver gel for fabrication of a new antibacterial
biological adhesive material
Human fibrinogen dilutions and human thrombin dilutions will be placed under aseptic conditions
using the lyophilized human fibrin adhesive, and the two solutions will be mixed to form a viscous
adhesive solution. Then nano-silver gel will be combined with the adhesive solution.
1) Preparation of fibrinogen solution:
Lyophilized fibrinogen will be dissolved in sterile water. The vial will be placed in a warm water bath
and gently shaken until the fibrinogen will be completely dissolved.
2) Preparation of thrombin solution:
Lyophilized human thrombin will be dissolved in calcium chloride solution at room temperature.
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Gently shake the bottle to dissolve it.
3) Fabrication of a new antibacterial biological adhesive
Combine the human fibrin adhesive with nano-silver gel with the minimal bactericidal concentration
which can be obtained from above test results.
4.4. In vitro cytotoxicity assay for combined gels
This experiment will use the MTT assay [13]. The combined gel will be introduced into human skin
cells cultured in vitro. The survival and growth of skin cells will be detected. Furthermore, after
successful in animal testing, the bio-adhesive can eventually be applied to clinical.
5. Conclusion
As biological adhesives bring many benefits to humans, more and more research is being done on
optimizing bio-adhesive materials. If the nano-silver gel, which has a high antibacterial effect, can be
combined with the human fibrin adhesive to prepare a bio-adhesive material with antibacterial ability,
the wound can be treated more effectively. This new bio-adhesive can reduce the risk of bacterial and
viral infections in the body and will be used more widely in medicine. Recently, scientists continue to
optimize fibrin adhesives' weak tissue adhesion and high manufacturing costs [5]. With the development
of genetic engineering and transgenic technology, the ideal biological adhesive will appear in the near
future.
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